Band Lesson Schedule:

Please remember:

- Students receive 1 lesson per rotation of days. Look for your child's homeroom teacher and instrument to find their rotation day. Refer to monthly Calendar for rotation days.
- I always send a monthly highlighted paper copy for your convenience. Please email if you did not receive one.
- Only bring instrument/book on lesson day
- *I will periodically send Band reminders through the Remind app.
  1. Please sign up for Remind app notifications by referring to the packet I sent home or by typing in the following into your web browser on your smartphone: rmd.at/jeb2020 Follow the instructions to sign up after that.
  2. If you don't have a smartphone then the text the message: @jeb2020 to the number 81010. If you have difficulty with 81010 then try texting @jeb2020 to 615-806-6424 (standard text message rates apply)

*Please email with any questions: smithmi@norwalkps.org

Thank you for your support!

-Mr. Smith
Jefferson and Kendall Band Teacher
- Students receive 1 lesson per rotation of days. See attached pages for day of rotation and monthly Calendar. Look for your child’s homeroom teacher and instrument to find their rotation day. There may be multiple entries for each homeroom teacher and instrument. This indicates how many students are in each lesson group. The names have been deleted for confidentiality.
- Only bring instrument/book on lesson day
- If inclement weather changes our rotation day falling on a particular day of the week, then a new Band Calendar will be sent home.
- *I will send Band reminders through the Remind app.
  3. Please sign up for Remind app notifications by referring to the packet I sent home or by typing in the following into your web browser on your smartphone:
     rmd.at/jeb2020 Follow the instructions to sign up after that.
  4. If you don’t have a smartphone then the text the message: @keb2020 to the number 81010. If you have difficulty with 81010 then try texting @keb2020 to 615-806-6424 (standard text message rates apply)

*Please email with any questions: smithmi@norwalkps.org

Thank you for your support!

-Mr. Smith
Jefferson and Kendall Band Teacher